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Today’s technology is making it easier than ever for
nonprofits to understand what’s important to their
donors, deliver a better donor experience, increase
donations, and save time and money.
Donor management system (DMS) software allows nonprofits to put their donor data to
work and manage fundraising and communications from one location. By combining
the functionality of customer relationship management (CRM) software with marketing
software capabilities, DMS software enables nonprofits to personalize their campaigns and
streamline operations.
A DMS should be simple to use, provide comprehensive insight into your donors’ giving
activity and priorities, and reinforce your confidence that you’re planning campaigns
effectively. But there are many options to choose from, all with different capabilities
and at various price points. It can be difficult to discern which one will best suit your
nonprofit’s needs. In this guide, we’ll take a look at exactly how a DMS can benefit your
organization, what functionality to look for in a DMS, and the questions you should
consider when evaluating your options.
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•

What a DMS Can Do
for Your Nonprofit
A DMS can turbocharge your organization’s efforts in a variety of ways,
boosting donations and reducing the amount of time your team members
spend on various fundraising tasks. When you have an existing database of
donors (we recommend building a minimum of 100 donor profiles to benefit
fully), you can put that data to work to inform the types of campaigns you
run, the messages you use, what you ask for, and how you thank your
donors. Here are five benefits of a DMS.

5 Fundraising Myths Debunked

“

A DMS should be simple to use, provide

comprehensive insight into your donors’ giving activity
and priorities, and give your organization confidence
that you’re planning campaigns effectively.
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1. Gain Key Insights
One of the most powerful benefits of using a
DMS is the understanding you’ll develop about
your donors’ characteristics, preferences, and
giving behavior. You’ll be able to see, at a glance,
information like:

5 BENEFITS OF A DMS

• Which donors are connected?
• What projects and programs
a donor is most interested in?
• How much a donor has given to
specific projects and programs?
• What types of campaigns a donor
has been most responsive to?
• What time of year a donor is
most likely to give?

2. Personalize and Customize
Communications
Having all of this information allows you to segment
your donors by a variety of criteria and craft your
communications accordingly. Customizing and
personalizing communications doesn’t just result in
increased donations. It also creates a better donor
experience, which should increase donor retention. Donors
feel known, understood, and valued, generating a stronger
bond with your organization.

3. Work With Accurate Data
Data spread across multiple software systems and
spreadsheets is difficult to keep up to date and can be
frustrating to manage. Information may be updated in one
place, but not in another. The amount of time required to
update data may result in delayed information, meaning
that campaigns are created with inaccurate data. When
a change is made in one area of a DMS, the software
automatically updates that information across the system.
And many types of data are automatically generated
and updated based on donors’ interactions with your
campaigns and communications.
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1
Gain key insights about
your donors’ characteristics,
preferences, and giving behavior.

2
Personalize and customize
communications for increased
donations and a better donor
experience.

3
Easily keep data updated
automatically so you’re always
working with accurate data.

4
Streamline your processes to
reduce operating costs.

5
Free staff to work on more
strategic projects.

BONUS: Save money by
eliminating software that
will no longer be needed
with an all-in-one DMS with
integrated functionality!
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4. Streamline Processes
Manually keeping data up to date and creating fundraising campaigns takes a significant amount
of time. Nonprofit staff often experience overwhelming workloads trying to complete these
tasks without the aid of software. A DMS can streamline multiple processes, from creating online
fundraising pages to sending gift receipts, relieving pressure on busy
team members.

5. Gain More Time for Strategic Work
Saving time on previously manual processes will enable your staff to devote their energy to
more strategic work. They can focus on optimizing the donor experience, generating new ideas
for fundraising campaigns, and analyzing giving data to better target donors in the future. These
strategic efforts will position your nonprofit to generate more revenue and better fulfill your mission.
Additionally, when preparing to present the idea to your board, don’t forget to calculate how much
you’ll save by eliminating software that will no longer be needed with an all-in-one DMS that has
5 Fundraising Myths Debunked
integrated functionality.

“

When using a DMS to streamline

processes, staff can focus on optimizing the
donor experience, generating new ideas for
fundraising campaigns, and analyzing giving
data to better target donors in the future.
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Features to Look for in a DMS
Functionality varies widely from one DMS to another. Some primarily serve
as databases only, while others allow you to create and run multi-channel
fundraising campaigns from the software. To streamline your processes as
much as possible, here’s what to look for in a DMS.
• Robust Dashboard — Being able to see the
information you need at a glance will save time
otherwise spent creating unique reports. You
should be able to configure the dashboard to
show the data you access most often.
• Real-Time Activity Feed — In addition to a
customizable dashboard, you’ll want to see
a feed that reports activity happening in real
time. This is especially important when running
time-based fundraising campaigns.
• Robust Contact Profiles with Custom Fields
— The more you know about your donors,
the better able you’ll be to customize and
personalize your communications. Contact
profiles should allow you to add information
easily and later sort and segment by a wide
variety of criteria. You’ll also want to be able to
create custom fields to add data that is unique
to your organization.

• Householding and Relationships — It’s helpful
to know which donors are related and who
knows whom. You can use these relationships
to better target constituents.
• Duplicate Prevention and Merging — Donors
have multiple email addresses and phone
numbers, so it’s easy to end up with duplicates
if your DMS can’t identify and merge duplicate
records.
• Simple Query Builder and Segmentation — It
should be simple and quick to find the data
you need in your DMS, and just as easy to
create segmented lists.
• Task Management and Reminders — One One
of the most beneficial functions of a DMS is
organizing your team’s tasks and automatically
sending reminders to the individuals assigned
to each task. Task management ensures that
nothing falls through the cracks.
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• Donation Page Builder — With peerto-peer fundraising’s popularity and
effectiveness, it’s essential to have donation
pages that your fundraising partners can
customize. Your DMS can make it simple to
create a master design that’s easy for your
partners to tailor. Having your donation
pages as part of your DMS means that
all the data and donations that come in
through these pages are automatically
recorded and easily searchable.

• Mail Merge and Direct Mail — Easily create
offline communications with data in your
DMS by using the mail merge and direct
mail functionality.
• Bulk Text Messaging — Communicate with
your donors whatever way they find most
appealing, including text messaging.

• Custom Forms — You’ll want the ability
to create custom forms for use on your
donation pages and website pages.
• Accessible via Mobile Devices — Today’s
teams are often working on the go. If your
DMS isn’t easy to use on smartphones and
tablets, your staff will be frustrated.
• Send and Track Email Blasts — Sure, you
can always use a separate email service, but
having this functionality built into your DMS
allows you to collect all associated data
in your DMS. You can easily create reports
that show which emails were the most
opened, which links were the most popular
in a given email, and how much money was
generated from each email.

• Text-to-Give — You can make it easy for
donors to give at special events by offering
text-to-give. Your DMS can set up text-togive campaigns, including numbers, and
track all of the data and gifts associated with
each campaign.
• Campaign Management and Pledge
Management — Easily create, run, and
analyze campaigns from your DMS. Track
pledges and send reminders to constituents.
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8 Questions to Consider
When Selecting a DMS
Every nonprofit is unique, and every organization has specific needs. And
every DMS specializes in something different. When you’ve narrowed down
your options, you may find that you have difficulty making a final decision.
Here are eight questions that will help you make that final choice.

1. Should we purchase an all-in-one
system or mix-and-match providers?
An integrated system offers data consistency, centralized
data sets, unified workflows, ease of use, and simplified
upgrades. An all-in-one will typically be less complex to
set up and use on an ongoing basis. But if the integrated
systems you’re most interested in don’t offer all the
functionality you need, you should be able to integrate
additional software to expand capability.

2. Have we considered the process of
data migration and import?
Different DMS systems have different processes for data migration and importing, and some are
notoriously difficult. Some vendors charge an additional fee for migration, so you’ll want to find out
if there is a fee and, if so, how much. You’ll also want to see how much help you’ll have access to.
Does the provider offer assistance? Do they charge for this service? How long will the process take?
And will their process put any of your data at risk?
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3. Are we taking precautions with
respect to data security?
No matter which provider you use, it’s smart to have your
donor data backed up in a secure location. Don’t keep this
data in Excel spreadsheets on unsecured laptops or servers,
as this makes your organization vulnerable. Look for a
cloud solution with strong system controls.

4. Have we evaluated the overall viability of each provider?
Unfortunately, startup software companies often run into cash-flow problems, customer-service
issues, and other hurdles that sometimes result in a shutdown. Other software companies may
have strong histories but are inexperienced with the needs of nonprofits. For this reason, vet
each provider you’re considering by looking at the following:
• Tenure of the vendor — How long have they been in business?
• Reputation of the vendor — What do existing customers have to say?
• Track record of product improvements — Does the DMS provider frequently update the
product and add new features that the majority of customers request?
• Experience with nonprofit organizations — Is the software a true DMS, built for nonprofits?

5. How easily can we track data in the system and take action
based on it?
You need to be able to quickly and easily
see donor information, see how your
campaigns are performing, and find out if
your communications are effective. Can
you create visual reports that make your
DMS data actionable? How easy is it to
actually use your data?
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6. Does the donor management software integrate with the
other tools we need to use?
If your nonprofit relies on other software functions that are beyond what’s typically included
in a DMS, your DMS will need to integrate with the other software you use. Are integrations
offered, and if so, how easy are they to use? Will additional integrations create duplicate data
or other problems? And is there a fee to add integrations?

7. What is the pricing plan
and structure?
Is the pricing inclusive? Look for hidden fees for service,
data import, etc., as these are quite common. Is the
pricing structure clear and transparent? You don’t want
to be surprised by charges based on confusing pricing
tiers. Is the pricing structure flexible? Your DMS should
grow with you. Your needs will expand in the future, as
will your budget to pay for them.

8. What about customer service?
You should be able to get help when you need it, in a
variety of ways, including phone, email, and chat. Find
out if you can get answers in a reasonable amount of
time. Ideally, the provider will assign a point person
to help you onboard and get going in the new DMS.
You should also have access to training or coaching
opportunities to help you get the most out of the system
— without being charged extra for training.
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A carefully chosen donor management system is a powerful tool
that helps nonprofits streamline operations, saves staff valuable
time, and increases fundraising results, generating more revenue
for the important work they do. A DMS also allows organizations to
effectively use what they know about their donors to craft better
donor experiences that keep donors engaged for the long term.

Want to learn how Network for Good’s
easy-to-use DMS can help your organization boost
productivity and increase revenue?

SCHEDULE A DEMO
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